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• Fraternity

Delta Tau Delta shut down for violations
which have been proven, according to Robert Dana,associate dean
By Kathryn Ritchie
of Students and Community Life
Maine Campus staff
and a Greek advisor.
"It's kind of a kick in the britThe University ofMaine chapter of Delta Tau Delta lost univer- ches," said Joe Enman, UMaine
sity recognition last Friday in re- chapter president.
Members ofthe house can consponse to past violations of unitinue to live there until the end of
versity and fraternity rules.
The variety of infractions in- this semester. Between January
clude hazing, alcohol abuse and and December of 1998, the house
public displays of hostility, all of will remain empty and the frater-

nity will cease to exist, according
to Dana.In January of 1999, members of the fraternity will resume
leadership training and in September of that year the house will
reopen as alcohol-free for life.
"For the good of the house of
the future...we have to take a step
back," Enman said. "I think it's
kind of a shame."
Dana has a"huge list" ofthings
the house can no longer do, including playing
in fraternity intramural sports
and rushing new
members.

"We're going to be strong in
The brothers voted at last Monday's weekly meeting to adhere this," Kenny said.
About 10 of the current brothto the university's suspension.
should still be attending
ers
proved
"I know we could have
when the fraternity reUMaine
Kenny,
them wrong," said Tim
opens.
He
chapter.
the
vice president of
The Delta Tau Delta house has
added that ifthe house had tried to
alcohol-free, and coincidenthe
been
lost,
and
fight the suspension
and quieter,since the
cleaner
tally
lasted
have
would
suspension
the semester,accordof
beginning
longer.
Kenny said members of the ing to Enman.Though there was a
house still consider themselves little resistance to the new policy,
brothers and are going to look for it will reduce the fraternity's liaa place to live together next semes- bility risks and increase the chancter. Twenty-five members current- es of receiving approval for house
ly live in the house, which is down See FRATERNITY on page 4
from roughly 60 during the 1980s.

• Halloween

Researcher explains fear
By Jason Cunningham
Maine Campus staff

Derrick Brown (left) walks out of Third District Court in Bangor after his attorney, Carl McCue (right),
entered a not-guilty plea to charges of assault, disorderly conduct and displaying a false
identification Friday morning. See story on page 15. (Dave Gagne photo.)

Your muscles are tense, your palms
sweat, and your heart pounds inside your
chest, threatening to explode. You've just
been given the biggest scare of your life,
but you want to experience those intense
feelings all over again.
Why? Because it was fun.
"It's fun to be scared, once you get over
the initial shock," said Steven Barkan, professor of sociology at the University of
Maine.
People are gearing up for Halloween,
one of the few times of the year when
people are allowed to be deviant and have

• Make A Difference Day

fun at the same time, Barkan said.
In order for a frightening experience to
be fun, however, it has to occur under
certain conditions, according to Peter
LaFreniere,the director ofUMaine's Child
Study Center, who teaches courses on developmental psychology and emotion.
Scary experiences have to occur in a
safe environment. People enjoy these experiences more when they know there's no
real chance of being harmed.
"Halloween is safe fear, because you
know you're not going to get hurt," Barkan
said.
In addition, each person has a "fear
threshold," a certain amount of fear that
they can experience while still having fun.
A scary experience is enjoyable as
long as it doesn't exceed the limits
of an individual's fear threshold.
"What makes it fun is whether
they can enjoy the high arousal

Campus groups perform community service
By Hollie Gowen
Maine Campus staff
Donning a hockey mask and
wielding a cleaver was Anne B issonette's way of making a difference.
Bissonette, along with a few
other Penobscot Hall residents,
dressed up to frighten children
at the Sprague's Nursery's
haunted house. Money raised
from this event benefited the
Children's Miracle Network.
A number of other University of Maine students set out this
Saturday to serve their community as part of the national Make
A Difference Day. Residence
halls, fraternities, sororities and
various other groups performed
a wide range of community service projects.
In its seventh year nationally,the program is sponsored primarily by USA Today,this is the
third year campus groups have
participated in Make A Difference Day. Campus Living, Volunteers in Community Efforts
and Residents On Campus

worked together to make the day
a success.
Amy Dunkley, a student
worker for VOICE, said their

role was to "get the word out."
VOICE contacted community
groups to find ones that could
use assistance, and then passed

this information along to people
on campus looking for projects.
See VOLUNTEER on page 5

See FEAR on page 3
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Dining commons donate
food to area shelters.
page 3
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Misty says forest compact an
insult to Maine voters.
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• Style
"A Life Less Ordinary" is,
well, ordinary.
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• Sports
Thriller in J.C. Penney classic.
page 13

WEATHER
Snow and mixed
precipitation.
Sarah Williams, a member of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, strings up some
cobwebs for the Haunted House Friday night at Sprague's Nursery in Bangor. Proceeds from
the event will benefit the Children's Miracle Network. (Kyle Parker photo.)
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• Seizure

• Trends

Coke, men's hairdos and TVs are in Troops detain hundreds of Tamils
BEIJING(AP)— Few homes have hot running water, but most have televisions
in today's China, where Coca-Cola is the best-known foreign brand and more and
more men care about their hair.
The findings of a nationwide Gallup Poll — the biggest conducted in China —
reflect the huge changes that have swept the country since it began embracing market
economics and opening to foreign investors in the 1980s.
The survey found that whilejust 2 percent of Chinese homes have hot running water,89
percent have televisions. Chinese also are increasingly likely to have a refrigerator, a
telephone and a pet, the poll showed. And the percentage of Chinese men using hairstyling
products doubled from three years ago to 21 percent, it said.
But American businesses that are encouraged by the increasing consumerism should
also know that 73 percent of those polled said they generally prefer Chinese-made goods.
Foreign goods were favored by 22 percent of the respondents.
Coca-Cola replaced Hitachi as the best-known foreign brand in China, with 81 percent
of Chinese recognizing the soda's name, the poll said. But of the 20 best-known foreign
brands, half were Japanese, unchanged from Gallup's last China survey, in 1994.
But of the top five best-known foreign brands, three had American origins.

1

COLOMBO,Sri Lanka(AP)— Security forces sealed the capital and swarmed
through its streets and buildings Saturday, detaining 965 minority Tamils in the
biggest sweep in Colombo since the start of Sri Lanka's civil war 14 years ago.
Residents were ordered to remain at home while a combined force of 8,000
police, air force and army troops searched for separatist Tamil rebels accused of a truck
bombing earlier this month that devastated the capital's business district.
Troops seized the 965 ethnic Tamils for questioning during the four-hour search,
Defense Ministry official Vijitha Herarth said.
"The operation is now over, and we believe that it has yielded results," Herath said.
Tamil rebels, who are fighting for a homeland, have not claimed responsibility for the blast
and a subsequent 10-hour shootout that killed 18 and wounded 105.
Elsewhere Saturday, rebels attacked a military post in northeastern Sri Lanka,leaving
six soldiers and at least three rebels dead, military officials said.
During the Colombo raid, hundreds of tourists and local people were stranded in traffic
jams at the city's dozen entry points.
The Defense Ministry said the Tamils taken into custody had lacked proper identification. "Those who are not needed for further investigation will be released," it said.
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• Horticulture

••
Marijuana growers
meet for plant contest

MADRID,Spain(AP)— Wary of the police outside and hardly visible through clouds ofsmoke inside,
50pot growers puffed onjoints Saturday in search ofthe
best high in Spain's first national marijuana competition.
Concentrating on the smell and, of course, the sensation,
each ofthe growers tested 10samples ofmarijuana from the 50
plants and rated their quality. The winner, to be announced
Sunday,will receive a cup and a manual on marijuana growing
techniques.
"Igrow it and!smoke it," said one ofthe participants,a 33year-old waiter from the central city of Avila who would only
identify himself as David.
"I don't bother anyone,and!don't buy or sell marijuana or
hashish from anyone."
The event was part of a campaign in Spain for marijuana
cultivation to be declared legal for private consumption. Although Spaniards legally can possess small amounts of marijuana or hashish,a concentrated form of the drug,for personal
use at home,they can be fined for selling or cultivating it.
The competition,organized by the Madrid Association for
Cannabis Studies,came while Spain's Supreme Court deliberated whether to permit cultivation for personal use. A ruling
was expected any day.
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• Booty

Divers hope to probe
wreck of Titanic's sister
ATHENS,Greece(AP)— A solitary note pealed
from the ship's alarm bell, minutes before the funnels
collapsed onto the upper deck and the liner plunged to
the depths of the Aegean.
Rescue ships answering the SOS call arrived expecting to
find the stricken British ocean liner. Instead, they saw only a
line oflifeboats making their way slowly toward the island of
Kea.
Four years after the Titanic sank in the icy North Atlantic
waters, its even larger sister ship, the Britannic, was swallowed by the sea.
Dubbed the world's largest shipwreck currently on the
seabed,the Britannic has lain in relative obscurity since 1916.
Now, an international team of professional divers is
preparing to explore the wreck beginning Nov. 1 and hopes
to shed some light on the mysterious circumstances surrounding its sinking during World War I.
Still under construction when the Titanic struck an iceberg on its maiden voyage in April 1912, the Britannic's
design was changed to correct defects in what was supposed
to be its unsinkable sister.
The Britannic was originally built as one of three luxury
ocean liners destined for the Southampton to New York
route, but the British government requisitioned the liner
before its maiden voyage to act as a hospital ship.

4

Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Snow and mixed precipitation changing to rain in the
morning then tapering to drizzle in the afternoon.

Tuesday's Outlook
Windy with scattered rain
or snow showers. Highs in
the mid 40s

Extended Forecast
Wednesday...Scattered
snow showers to the north,
the
south.
fair
in
Thursday...Scattered rain or
snow showers north, rain in
the south. Friday...Fair.
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• Volunteerism

Commons donate s
By Ho[lie Gowen
Maine Campus staff
On a Friday afternoon,the last thing on
many college students' minds is how they
can serve their community. But a small
number of University of Maine students
take time to do just that.
Since 1993, a program has been in
place to collect leftover commons' food
and deliver it to local area shelters. Volunteers In Community Efforts, Alpha Phi
Omega, Gamma Sigma Sigma and the
dining commons joined forces to make
this project work.
"Considering it all, there isn't a lot that
gets shipped out, but it's enough to get a
few people fed over the weekend," Claire
Lint, assistant dining service manager,
said."You end up feeding 20 to 50 people
who are overjoyed."
Lint is part of the group that began the
program. It started many years ago, with a
student worker complaining about food
going to waste, Lint said. While giving
food to shelters was not a common practice
at the time, Lint did meet people who were

lus food to local shelters

able to point her in the right direction.
APO and GSS supply volunteers to go
to each commons and collect the food.
According to Josh Puhlick, vice president
of membership for APO,about eight brothers working with GSS sisters do this every
Friday.
"A lot of the dining commons' managers are real helpful. It's something else
they have to do," said Puhlick.
Lint said a variety of leftovers can be
sent out. Anything from a quarter of a pan
of lasagna to salad makings. The amount
varies from week to week depending on
how much students eat.
Pans for the food were donated in years
past, but currently they are being paid for
by VOICE, said Muffy Eastman, the
group's adviser. They are hoping to find a
source to donate the pans again or to
assistant them with the cost.
Cyr Bus Lines provides a free van to
use as transportation. The food is taken to
the Greater Bangor Shelter and the Manna
Soup Kitchen.
Dennis Marble, the executive director
of the Greater Bangor Shelter, said these

Fear

from page 1

Responses to fear also depends on a
of fear that they can experience while still
having fun. A scary experience is enjoy- person's genetic makeup.
"We have a fair amount ofevidence that
able as long as it doesn't exceed the limits
these kinds of traits have some amount of
of an individual's fear threshold.
"What makes it fun is whether they can heritibility," LaFreniere said.
He said that basic emotions such as fear
enjoy the high arousal without it becoming overwhelming, because it can change involve the older portions of the brain that
quickly into negative emotion," said can act instinctively. Fear,and our reaction
to it, has been inherited because it's been
LaFreniere.
Many people also enjoy a good scare by necessary for survival.
"The emotions that occur during Halwatching horror films.
loween are not arbi"Horror films
trary," LaFreniere
frighten us at a fantasaid. "These gimsy level, but they can
micky types ofthings
make us aware of our
that occur during
real fears and give us
Halloween elicit a
the sense that we are
pre-wired response.
in control of our
A lot of images of
fears," said Welch
horror tap into these
Everman, professor
basic responses."
of English, and assoBy tapping into
ciate dean of the Colthese basic responslege of Liberal Arts
es, scary experiencand Sciences at
es arouse intense
UMaine.
feelings similar to an
Everman is the
adrenaline rush.
author of two books
Many people enjoy
on film called "Cult
this feeling, and that
Horror Films" and
"Cult Science-Fic- Peter Lafreniere, associate professor is why they have fun
tion Films."
of psychology and director of the Child being scared.
According to
"They introduce Study Center. (Kyle Parker photo.)
LaFreniere and Evus to our real fears in
erman, the ability to elicit these responses
a safe setting," Everman said.
According to LaFreniere, the age of an is what makes Stephen King a great horror
individual makes a difference in how he or writer.
"He has an uncanny sense of what scares
she reacts to fear.
"The preschool child has difficulty sep- people," Everman said.
"Stephen King obviously understands,
arating reality from fantasy," LaFreniere
said."But there is more control in the adult, as an author, that people like to be scared,
who can recover from the initial shock and he understands how to go about doing
that," LaFreniere said.
more quickly than children."

The Maine Campus recycles.
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Share it with a friend.

Maine's thrice weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

Chris Hack, an Alpha Phi Omega brother, wraps up leftover food at Hilltop
Commons Friday night for the food drive. (Aaron McMorrow photo.)
types of donations are crucial for the shelter. Last year they provided 35,000 meals
on a $300 budget by relying on donations.
"The fact is this is one of a number of
community-based donations that keep this
place open," Marble said. "It's almost a
loaves and fishes thing."
Eastman said that the need now is as
great as ever, especially with cutbacks in
welfare and food stamps. This program is

a chance to help the community on an
ongoing basis.
Eastman also said that the program is a
cooperative effort.
"It doesn't really belong to any one
group, but we do rely heavily on APO.
They deserve a lot of credit," Eastman
said.
"It's just a good feeling to do something for the community," said Puhlick.

,

Your opinion matters
Write a letter tothe editor.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

BUG CONTEST!!!
WIN! WIN! WIN!

$300
Design a new logo for the College of
Liberal Arts and Science and win SIGH!
The new GoIleg4Of L,iberal Acts and Sciences needs a logo for it's
promotionat.T„ 041 and'for,Atts..a)llege flag, and we're asking you to
submit a design..‘Se CLAS)00..should evoke images of the liberal
arts and scienc.s and he suita* for,reproduction as the icon of the
college. The ch04:1of.images and Colors is up to you! May the best
logo emerge victoriOus....

MANY WILL ENTER, BUT ONLY ONE WILL WIN!!!
.
University of Maine stu pas aculty,..anctstaft are elgible to enter this
contest. In addition, classes,dent bizOizations, clubs, fraternities,
e submiS4Ohs. If a collective
and sororities may make COI
submission is chosen as the Wg.MIgg entry‘the prize money will be
awarded to the organization to use.4s it sees
,
Design your version of the CLAS'.1pp and submit it to the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences Office, 100 Stevens Halki*our design must
be presented on an 8 1/2 x 11 sheet ofOpen Plei4Lattach a second
sheet with your name (or the name(3400:class or organization),
address, and phone number. To be eligible, submissions must be
received in 100 Stevens Hall by noon, NO0Ocr 30, 1997. All
submissions become the property of the Co1kgc..4 Liberal Arts and
Sciences. Entries will be judges on the basis of creativity, originality,
and suitability for reproduction. The decisidn of the judges is final.

WIN! $300 WIN! $300 WIN! $300 WIN!
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Fraternity

from page 1

The Delta Tau Delta house on College Avenue will be empty at the end of the
semester until September of 1999. (Gagne file photo.)
repair loans.
"We thought it was the right decision
for the chapter," Kenny said.
Delta Tau Delta has done a number of
voluntary community service projects. This
week, house members will be carving
pumpkins with children at the Libby School
in Milford. They went sledding with a
different group of kids last winter.
Dana said it's an exception to shut down
a Greek house.
"It's a very serious consequence and
one that has to be weighed very heavily,"
Dana said.

In the past eight to 10 years,six or seven
fraternities have been shut down.
The last incident, which involved alcohol, occurred last semester. Dana said the
university had been collecting data on the
fraternity for several months, and had decided to move forward with the closure a
few weeks ago.
He stressed that the closure should not
be seen as a punishment.
"I'm very proud that they did try to turn
this boat around," Dana said. "When they
come back they'll be stronger...we're very
sure of that."

NEIGHBOR

mmmmmmm
04
01

11

Volunteer.

Arriericcm Ficocirt
As
lotion

Q: On a Friday night I went to a State. You may have a defense under Title
Bangor tavern with some friends. Beer 17-A s 37, which states that evidence of
was only a dollar for a twelve ounce glass intoxication may raise a reasonable doubt as
and I had 10 or 12 glasses. In the early to the existence of a required culpable state
hours of the morning I had to use the of mind.
I suggest you discuss this situation with
men's room, but got lost and entered an
office with an open door by mistake. The the District Attorney to see if the charge
tavern manager arrived,told me!should might be dismissed. If not, I recommend
not be in the office and called the police. I pleading not guilty and having either ajudge
was charged with criminal trespassing. or a jury decide whether you violated the
The tavern manager said the door to the statute. The maximum penaltyis six months
office is always shut and accused me of injail and a $500fine,butjail time or a harsh
entering it. What should I do? Senior, fine on a first offense is extremely unlikely.
While researching this question,I read a
Male
A:You have been charged with a viola- seasonally pertinent provision concerning
tion of the criminal statute, 17-A MRSA s criminal trespass. This week is an appropri402 which states, in pertinent part,"A per- ate time to remind everyone that it is a
son is guilty ofcriminal trespass if,knowing criminal offense to enter a cemetery or
that that person is not licensed or privileged burial ground at any time between one half
to do so that person:
hour after sunset and one half hour before
A. Enters any dwelling place;
sunrise.
B. Enters any structure that is locked or
Have a safe Halloween!
barred;
Legal Servicesfor Students is located
C. Enters any place from which that on the thirdfloor of the Memorial Union,
person may lawfully be excluded and that is tel. 581-1789. Office hours are Monday
posted...or enclosed in a manner designed to and Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
exclude intruders.
Thursday 10a.in. to 7p.m. Legalquestions
Knowledge that you are not licensed or for this column also may be sent directly to
privileged to enter such a place is evidence Ted Curtis at The Maine Campus, Chadofa culpable state ofmind and is an element bourne Hall. Copyright Theodore S. Curof the crime which must be proven by the tis, Jr 1997.
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:

Iv.
'‘NswiLkWanna
:
scare up some cash?
411tripT

The Maine Campus newspaper
is currently seeking individuals to work
with our advertising department.
\
..•Poroprftk,

111
114
111
04

01

Advertising Sales:
Seeking motivated
people to sell ad space to
area businesses. Here is
your chance to set your
own schedule, work on commission and
develop contacts with local businesses.
Telemarketer: We have one position for
telemarketing, must be outgoing and communicate well
with others, hours can be flexible, experience is helpful,
but not necessary.
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01
111
111

For more information call Erin at 581-1273.
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Volunteer
Transportation and equipment was
supplied by Campus Living and ROC,
according to Cindy Stewart. Her position
as a Campus Living staff member and
ROC adviser meant she also played a role
in organizing the volunteers.
"Cindy has really helped organize the
residence halls and get them involved.
Without her we would not have gotten as
good a response," said Jennifer Major,
head student coordinator at VOICE.
Stewart said that while there was a lot
of enthusiasm and interest, many hall
governing boards had trouble with the
actual planning and details. However,
she said it has been a similar experience
over the last two years and "people came
away saying, 'Wow! That was really
cool.—
Cleaning and yard work were common projects, as were food and clothing
drives. There were also bottle drives to
benefit a variety of groups ranging from
the Old Town high school hockey team to
children in the EMMC Pediatric Wing.
Other projects included Estabrooke Hall

from page 1
volunteering at the Bangor Humane Society and Knox Hall working at the Greater Bangor Area Shelter.
Carrie Bonzey, president of the Knox
Hall governing board, said only three
people turned out to the shetler to help
fold blankets and do odd jobs.She thought
most residents were drawn to the Hilltop
Games.
"It was productive for us," Bonzey
said."We're thinking of going back there
another weekend because they really-need
help."
Hannah Johnson, a member of Chi
Omega, helped out with Bingo at the
Orono Nursing Home.She and her sisters
called out numbers and aided some of the
people in playing the game.
"We had a lot of fun," said Johnson.
"It strengthens any group to do things
outside the group," said Stewart. "These
activities promote residents meeting more
people in their hall while doing something they feel good about."
Of herself and her fellow volunteers,
Bissonette said,"We had a blast!"

• State news

UMaine enrollment shrinking
ORONO(AP)— As the University of
Southern Maine bustles with life, the
University of Maine campus is oddly
quiet.
To some officials, the reason for the
difference is obvious: enrollment.
UMaine, the state's flagship institution in Orono,is shrinking. USM is growing to the point it now boasts the most
students in Maine — 10,230 part-time
and full-time students, compared with
the University of Maine's 9,213.
The UMaine has lost about 1,000 students since 1993, while USM's overall
enrollment has increased by about 700
students during the same period, according to figures provided by the universities and the chancellor's office.
There is more at stake than bragging
rights. In the world of higher education,
students mean money: the bigger the enrollment, the larger the budget.
Terrence MacTaggart, chancellor of
the state's university system, estimates
UMaine has lost $14 million in tuition
since 1990 because of declining enrollment.
Coupled with flat state funding over
the past eight years, the drop in students
has become a source of anxiety for the
university. "It's like the submarine that
kept going down," MacTaggart said.
There are many theories for what's
going on. Some say the rural Orono university has done a poor job of selling

itself and simply needs better advertising
to attract more students.
Others speculate enrollment is dropping at UMaine because the institution
has declined in quality.
Opposite reasons are given for USM's
growth. Some say the university is growing because its quality has improved.
Others, however, believe it is just lucky
to be in greater Portland, where most of
Maine's population is based.
The 132-year-old University of Maine
is charged by the state and federal government to offer a broad range of degrees, from bachelors to doctorates. It is
responsible for most of the state's university-based research.
UMaine also is physically bigger, with
a 660-acre campus. It has more faculty.
Looking strictly at full-time equivalent
students, it even has a bigger student
population — 7,156 full-time students
compared with 6,234 at USM. USM's
student population is bigger when all the
students,including part-timers,are counted.
Still, USM isn't the same small, community-oriented institution it started out
as 27 years ago.
Since 1970, USM's student population has grown 70 percent. It now offers
63 graduate and undergraduate degrees,
up from 46 when the university opened
its doors. It has three campuses in Portland, Gorham and Lewiston.

Delta Delta Delta sister Candice Baker helps set up the St. James Halloween
party for kids at St. James Episcopal Church in Old Town as part of Make A
Difference Day. (Kyle Parker photo.)

• State news

Wardens criticize drive-by hunting
Warden service officials insist it is not a
PORTLAND(AP)— While some cynics
might compare Maine's moose hunt with its major change and they arejust enforcing more
90 percent success rate to a drive-by shooting, strictly a law already in place. But current and
game wardens want to make something very former legislators, and the Sportsman's Alliance ofMaine,say the wardens are reinterpretclear to hunters: Get out of your truck.
During the six-day hunt earlier this month, ing the law without notifying hunters.
Gregg "Butch" Barker, who spent 30
wardens charged eight hunters with hunting
from a motor vehicle even though their guns years as a master Maine guide without a single
were not loaded. The defendants face $100 violation, said he will ask for a jury trial and
refuse to pay the fine ifconvicted. Barker and
fines.
Maine issued 1,500 permits to hunt moose the other hunters cited are scheduled be arthis year. An unofficial tally put the number of raigned in December.
"I was pretty well dumbfounded, if you
moose killed at 1,364.
Hunting "from or with" a motor vehicle want to know the truth," said Barker, a Medhaslong been prohibited,but this year,thatlaw way retiree. "I have never had so much as a
was interpreted and enforced in a way that has scratch on my outdoor record. And it's quite a
slap in the face to me."
infuriated some hunters.

FREE CAP AND GOWN WITH PURCHASE
DATES: Oct.29,30 & Si
TIME: 10:00 - 3:00
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
DEPOSIT: $20.00
II

;...AN HL..EH

FOREST FIRES
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. roads and bridges
epair
uestion 4 asks voters:"Do you same time. School buses cannot cross
favor a $56,850,000 bond is at the same time as pulp trucks. In these
sue for improvements to mu- cases, bridge repair is more about safenicipal and state roads, state and local ty than damage done to the bridge.
Some of the roads have been named
bridges, airports, state ferry vessels and
terminals and rail and marine facilities as priorities for repair for economic reathat makes the state eligible for approx- sons, such as Route 11 in Aroostook
imately $129,740,000 in matching fed- County and Route 9 in Washington
County, which both see heavy traffic
eral funds?"
This is the largest bond issue on the from large trucks.
The bridges between Bangor and
ballot. The largest portion of the money, nearly $24 million, is slated for state Brewer and between Portland and South
and local bridge repairs. Combine this Portland, both of which opened earlier
with road and highway repairs, and these this year, remained rooted in the planthree would receive more than 87 per- ning stages for many years before the
cent of the money. The final three state could secure the funding necesprojects will split the remaining $7 mil- sary to update the out-of-date bridges.
A "yes" vote on Question 4 would put
lion.
While $56 million is a lot of mon- several similar projects in motion for
ey, the $130 million in federal money many less prominent, but equally needy,
Maine would be eligible for is the bridges and roads.
Mainers should vote yes on Quesmost attractive aspect of the bond
question. Several Maine bridges and tion 4 and make the necessary adjustroads are in need of repair, if only ments to Maine bridges,roads and highbecause of their age and normal wear ways. These are repairs that need to be
made. The federal funds will make it
and tear.
Some of these bridges are too nar- possible for the state to do more with
row for two large trucks to cross at the the bond money it raises.
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A Halloween for the ages

t

alloween is one childhood celebration that I will continue to enjoy despite the fact that I have
grown up. Halloween has always been one
of my favorite holidays. It wasn't just one
day for me, it was at least two weeks.
My parents and I had a ritual every
Halloween. My mom and I would decorate the house and start putting together
he relationship between colleg- cessful athletic program is considered a my costume a few weeks before. We
es and student-athletes has al- job for colleges,the student-athlete's per- would go up to the attic and drag out all
ways faced constant changes. Al- formance is not.
our decorations, and then search for propIn theory, student-athletes don't re- er costume apparel.
though big-time college athletics plays
a part not only in representing schools, ceive a supplemental income for their
The weekend be
it also produces a formidable source of performance, therefore they should not fore, my dad and I
be considered employees. Allowing would go hunting for
revenue for them.
Recently, a jury ruled against a workers compensation for an injury that the perfect pumpkin.
former Texas Christian University foot- ends a career in athletics would be a Sometimes the farm
would have a special
ball player in a lawsuit he filed against step in the wrong direction.
we could get all
where
for
policy
Maine's
of
was
University
The
he
claimed
he
the school in which
my dad could carry for
pumpkins
the
student-athletes'
eligible for workers compensation after handling injuries that end
the pumpkins into his
pile
would
I
$10.
he suffered a career-ending injury. Alvis athletic careers preserves the students' right
arms.
Waldrep said TCU should pay workers to continue their education on scholarship.
The night before Halloween, Dad and
Although UMaine has not encouncompensation because he was essenthe pumpkins, which entailed
carved
I
tered a case involving paraplegics,
tially an employee of the school.
what kind of face I wanted
him
telling
Student-athletes who enroll in a uni- there have been several student-athclean the pumpkin out as
to
trying
and
versity or college are not only in pur- letes who have suffered a variety of
I could. I would then hand the
as
best
suit of developing their skills as ath- injuries that have forced them to sit
job to Dad to finish.
letes, they are learning skills for a ca- out of athletic competition. However,
The week before was always filled
these athletes were able to remain with with celebrations. At my elementary
reer outside of athletics.
Playing on a varsity collegiate sport the team in some capacity. Student- school there was a party in each classis a privilege. Although often the pres- athletes are not employees of the room, and a parade in which all the stusures incorporated with providing a sue- school, they are students.
dents would march in their costumes
through the halls. Family would come to
cheer us on. At my dancing school we
would dress in costumes, do dance routines to scary music and have a party at
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875
the end of class.
Halloween night was the best. Dad
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til my plastic pumpkin was overloaded
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liked. I decorated my door with decorations and carved a pumpkin with my
friend, but that was all I did. I had to
work at the mall that night and I was
only able only to watch kids go trick-ortreating from store to store. My friends
had exams the next day, so we really
couldn't do anything. That night, I hated
the idea that I had to grow up.
This year, I refuse to let the same
thing happen. Fortunately, Hal-

By Kristen
Dobler

The Maine Campus

loween is on a Friday and there's no
chance an inconsiderate professor will
be able to schedule an exam the day
after.
My friends and I have already started
preparing for Friday. A group of us got
together to carve pumpkins at my friend's
house and watch a scary movie. On Friday,
a few of us are taking my friend's daughter
and her friend out trick-or-treating and then
we'll probably celebrate afterward.
It's obvious people are feeling the
same way as my friends and I. Just look
at all the decorations hanging on dorm
room doors and windows and all the activities that are planned for this weekend. So instead of thinking that there is
no one out there that misses Halloween
as much as you or if you think you might
be too old for it — think again!
I'm never going to stop being the kid
who lived for October 31st. Although I
can't do some of the things I used to do,
there are always somt. things that I can. I
think that's why so many of our parents
got into the spirit too; they weren't doing it just for our fun but for their own.
So whether you go to a haunted house, a
costume party, take Ws trick-or-treating
around their neighborhoods or whatever you
feel goes with Halloween, remember that
it's OK to let the kid ow that's inside of you
and have a Happy Halloween!
Kristen Dobler is a sophomore English major and is thi assistant city editorfor The Maine Ca ipus.
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Forestry Compact
deceptive
ov. Angus King and
company are betting
that on Nov. 4 Maine
voters won't be able to see the
forest for the trees. Amid a tide
of propaganda from three viewpoints, voters are asked to determine whether the Compact for
Maine's Forests is the responsible choice for Maine. King, who
has produced some of the worst
examples of advertising calculated to cloud an issue, hopes the
public will not make the logical
decision to defeat Question 1.
Last year's election was a classic example of why the status
quo prevails in environmental affairs. Jonathan Carter's clear-cutting ban was gaining support un-

G

Instant replay not for baseball
aseball umpires get a bum
rap. Especially during the
playoffs, when the media
descend like a pack of wolves upon
an umpire whose call is debatable. In last year's American
League Championship Series, the
media and public wouldn't leave
Rich Garcia alone after he ruled a
Derek Jeter fly ball deep to right
field a home run, despite a 12year-old's reaching over the wall
and catching it before — depending on to whom you talk — it would

B

pire. A computer would make the
calls. Close plays would be subject
to review by replays.
A certified umpire, I shudder at
the thought. A replay that proves
once and for all what really happened on a close play is rare. In this
year's AL division series between
Cleveland and New York, New
York's Joe Girardi was tagged out in
a rundown between second and third.

By Ryan
Robbins
have hit the top of the wall for a
sure double or landed in Tony
Tarasco's glove for an out.
This year's playoffs haven't disappointed umpire critics either. In
Game Five of the National League
Championship Series Florida Marlins pitcher Livan Hernandez took
advantage of plate umpire Eric
Gregg's wide and high strike zone
en route to a 15-strikeout performance. Then there was the botched
suicide squeeze in the ClevelandBaltimore ALCS, in which umpire
John Hirschbeck called a swinging
strike on Cleveland hitter Omar
Vizquel. The ball glanced off Baltimorecatcher Lenny Webster's glove,
allowing the winning run to score.
Baltimore cried foul, saying Vizquel
tipped the pitch.
Baseball has long been dotted
with the love-hate relationship between players and managers and
umpires. The relationship is part of
the game. But the advent of technology has upped the ante, adding the
media into the foray of umpire critics. Today, TV networks feel compelled to replay every hit and almost
every pitch. And if there's a close
play, viewers are treated to a dozen
or so replays, in real time, slow motion, reverse angles and even overhead shots in some cases.
Naturally,some fans want to see
technology move from the press box
to the field. Balls and strikes would
no longer be called by the plate urn-

NBC funny man Bob Uecker disagreed with the call.
"I don't think he tagged him!"
Uecker said. "I think he missed the
tar
Even after a half dozen replays at
different speeds,some from different
angles — one of which showed the
runner's shirt giving way to the tag —
Uecker insisted there wasn't a tag.
Then he and fellow announcers Joe
Morgan and Bob Costas wondered
why Girardi didn't try to run.(Maybe
because he knew he was out?)
The traditional slow-motion replay, super close-ups and overhead
shots are nice toys, but they don't
always tell the whole story, mostly
because theirs is a story of two dimensions: height and width but not
depth. More often than not, the media don't want to believe what the
camera does — or does not — show.
Although television can give us
a unique perspective on what happened, it doesn't have the potential
to give us the best angle every time,
something proponents of instant replay avoid addressing.
The late umpire Ron Luciano
once said,"With all the crazy slides,
(baseball) becomes a game of angles. Some guys use a hook slide,
some a head first slide. Some guys
reach out with this arm, others with
that. With each different way they
go into the bag, you have to use a
different angle."
Which is the problem with instant

replay: TV cameras can't move. Umpires,on the other hand,can.And often
the difference between getting a call
right depends on angle, not distance —
something TV directors think they can
compensate for with close-ups.
The biggest cry lately, though,is
for automated ball-strike calls. Fans,
ofcourse,are making this claim from
their living rooms. They forget
they're seeing pitches from a camera
that's anywhere from 10-20 feet toward left field and 15-20 feet above
the field. Pitches that appear to be
four inches outside to a right-handed
hitter are actually well over the corner of the plate, and pitches that appear too low are actually at the knees.
What most fans don't want to
believe is that players and managers
don't want calls made by the book.
While fans fumed at Gregg's bloated strike zone,Atlanta manager Bobby Cox said,"I like umpires that call
strikes. (Gregg) is a great umpire,
and he's probably going to give the
pitchers three or four inches, which
is great. That's the way it should be."
I prefer calling pitches by the
book;the hitter hasfeelings too.However, if I can't decide whether the
ball was a strike, I'll call it a strike.
Nobody complains.
At the heart of the matter is tradition. Baseball is a game of inches,
skill and luck. The field is just the
right size to ensure close plays on the
bases. The game is played by humans,who are subject to making mistakes, be they errors in strategy or
physical play. It should be umpired
by humans with the same fallibilities.
Perfection is nice to strive for, but
impossible to achieve. Not until we
have perfect players — who never
throw the wrong pitch, never drop the
ball, never throw the ball away,never
run into an out, never swing and miss
— should we have instant replay or
machines calling games.
It's OK to question umpires'
judgment calls from time to time.
But to demand perfection is to put
down humanity. And what a dull
world it would be.
Ryan Robbins is a seniorjournalism and psychology major,
and is the opinion editorfor The
Maine Campus-.

the Compact, the required width
ofthis separation zone will actually be reduced in the larger clearcuts.
The Maine Legislature drafted
the Compact, and like most government regulations, the Compact
appears extremely complex but has
skillfully been crafted to be vague.
Under Question 1,permits to clearcut in compliance with regulations
may be obtained through the commissioner of Conservation; who
will be granted the discretion to
exemptlandownersfrom the rules.
Lack of a check on the Conservation commissioner's actions

By Misty
Edgecomb
til King and the Legislature introduced their competing proposal. Paper companies backed
King's proposal and within weeks
the airwaves were saturated with
pro-Compact advertising. The
Forest Ecology Network, without the financial support of big
business or big government, was
conspicuously silent and therefore suffered a defeat.
The public relations machine
steamed back into action as early
as last summer with governmentsponsored spots featuring testimonials by Tim Sample, the Maine
humorist who knowsless than nothing about sustainable forestay but
delivered a stellar performance.
The Compact has been packaged as the perfect compromise between conservation and industry.
The Audubon Society is pleased,
Bowater is pleased and King is willing to take credit for the miracle of
reconciliation. But a nagging little
conscience tells me that if something seems too good to be true, it
probably is. Slick advertising and
evasive officials aside,the Compact
will accomplish very little.
The referendum aims to reduce
clear-cutting to a"reasonable"level, which has been defined as the
greater of 100 acres or 10 percent
ofthe owner's parcel offorest land.
Under current regulations, the average cut is about 33 acres, so the
compact will not profoundly impact current logging practices.
Much pro-Compact publicity
has avoided concrete acreage numbers because the major environmental challenge in sustainable forestry is not the total size of one
clear-cut, but the combined acreage of many cuts, separated by a
thin "beauty strip" of trees. Under

in the gray areas of this law will
only encourage paper companies
to take advantage of the nonscientific criteria for exemptions.
The compact was written hastily to deal with the immediate problem of defeating an outright ban
on clear-cutting, and was never
designed to address long-term environmental consequences.By design, it avoids the issue of pesticide use in the forest and permits
clear-cuts of areas larger than 60
football fields.
Through 17 pages and countless poorly constructed sentences, the Compact for Maine's Forests fails to accomplish its one
goal: to protect Maine's forests
for future generations. The Compact simply rewrites current laws,
adding loopholes, a great deal of
bureaucracy and industry's stamp
of approval. Should the Compact
pass, foreign and domestic pulp
corporations will still be encouraged to come to Maine and clearcut cookie-cutter-style,leaving no
more behind than narrow strips of
trees and an economy increasingly dependent on environmental
desecration.
The Compactfor Maine's Forests is not a compromise, it's a
smoke screen. It leads voters to
believe they are preserving the environment without harming industry — an impossible task.For Maine
to protect its forests, we need a
clear vision for our future and a
plan to get there. The Compact for
Maine's Forests is neither. Vote
no on Question 1.
Misty Edgecomb is a junior
natural resources andjournalism
major, and is the news editorfor
The Maine Campus.
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For Monday, October 27
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Every Aquarian wants to change the world — it
is part of your astrological birthright — but
not every Aquarian gets the chance. You
however, can make a real difference over the
next 12 months, not only in your present environment but in areas you know little or nothing about — yet.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Be as
bold as you like today. Planetary influences
suggest there is nothing you can't do and no
one you cannot coerce to do your bidding.
Today is St. Valentine's day — if you have
romance in mind you are going to top the
popularity stakes.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Speak
your mind and don't worry if your words appear offensive. Only those who have something to hide will be annoyed — everyone
else is on your side. The truth may be painful,
but it will always come out in the end. You
don't need to wait for the end — you have to
reveal it now.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You have
been worrying about something to do with
your family or financial situation, but if it has
forced you to act then it must be positive. The
consequences of your actions will be clear for
all to see today. Open your eyes: They aren't
as bad as you thought they would be.
LEO (July 23 - Aug.22): You will go to
extremes today: Caution means nothing to
you. The planets are combining in spectacular fashion and you, more than most, will
benefit from the extra energy and enthusiasm
they bring. An intimate relationship is about
to become even more exciting.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Is there
conflict in your life? Of course there is — it's
nothing new. What is new, however, is that
you now have the courage to go to the root of
the problem rather than avoid doing something
constructive. Some tough decisions are called
for today. You're tough enough to make them.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Don't try
too hard today. People have been noticing
that you put too much effort toward being
accepted. Relax, enjoy a cold drink and listen
to the new Pat Boone record. Stay away from
french fries today.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): If you
have been patient and not done anything silly,
then you should now be able to change a
negative situation into a positive one. A planetary aspect suggests that what you have been
planning in secret can now be unleashed upon
the world.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov.22 - Dec.21): You
will be a law unto yourself today: Whatever
you want you are liable to take, regardless of
what it does to your reputation. At some stage
in the future, however, the roles will be reversed and someone will be taking from you.
Everything evens itself out in the end.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): You
can't aim too high today. Almost anything
you desire is yours for the asking. Too many
times in the past you have allowed good opportunities to slip away because you were
scared to take advantage of them, but not this
time. You deserve to be a success. So be one.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Combined influences mean you are about to take a
leading role in some kind of group or society.
You have had enough of those who do nothing but talk; it is time for some serious action.
Make sure it's positive action too, or it could
have worrying results.
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): You will
be called upon to make an important decision
today, a decision that will in some way transform your worldly ambitions. You won't become less ambitious— you may even become
more — but the focus of your ambitions will
change. You are about to find something that
really inspires you.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

ENTERTAINMENT

By Sally Brompton

IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
know what you must do, so do it. If you need a
little extra help tell everyone you know about your
plans. You will get so fed up with them asking you
how you are getting on that it might just get you
started — and that's the hardest part.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Planetary
activity marks an ending ofsome sort,but it doesn't
have to be a negative event. All things move on,
and relationships are no exception. What you gain
this weekend will be twice as valuable as what you
leave behind. There is no need for sorrow.
TAURUS (April20- May 20): Aim for your
highest ideal this weekend, even if friends and
relatives tell you it is a waste of time because it
doesn't pay enough. Money is of secondary importance now — what matters is that you are
happy. If you are happy, you will draw to you all
the material things you need.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): You are being
denied access in one area of your life because you
should be focusing on something else. Travel and
social plans are likely to be disrupted this weekend
but don't get angry. Something will catch your
attention, and you will be off in a new direction.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You may not
understand why someone you admire is being
obstructive, but you suspect it is because he/she is
being put under pressure by someone else. Make
things easy for that person — don't make a big
issue of it. The more you push for an explanation
the less likely you are to get it.
LEO (July 23 - Aug.22): It is said that you
can't run away from your troubles, but why should
you want to when they are so easy to deal with?
Don't neglect to ask others for advice. A fresh pair
ofeyes and ears may be able to see and hear things
you have missed. A problem shared is a problem
halved.
VIRGO (Aug.23 - Sept.22): If you can't do
the things you want to do this weekend — most
likely because you don't have the money — you
should be thanking your lucky stars not blaming
them. If you get yourselfeven more in debt it may
be quite a few weekends before you are allowed to
enjoy your free time.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Identify your
top priority and focus on it exclusively. If you
allow your attention to wander you will fall behind. If you fall behind you won't catch up until
midway through next week. A major push now
means you will have time to spare,and enjoy,over
the next few weeks.
SCORPIO (Oct.23 - Nov.21): You like to
be in control —of yourself and others — but you
are smart enough to know there are occasions
when the more you try to direct things the more out
of control they will get. This is one of them.
Loved ones and family members must be allowed
to do their own thing today.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov.22- Dec.21): Planetary influences will affect the way you think and
communicate. New ideas and theories will interest you this weekend. Study them carefully and
they could change your life.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 - Jan.19): You may
be a creature of habit, but once you have made up
your mind to move in a new direction you don't
hang around. You know you need to transform
your financial situation. You know the best time
to act is now. Make a smart move this weekend —
you will be richer for it.
AQUARIUS (Jan.20 - Feb. 18): You have
got too much of one thing and not enough of
another. The thing you've got too much of you
don't really want, and the thing you haven't got
enough of you desire more than anything else.
You only have to attack one end of this problem —
the other end will adjust automatically.
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): You may be
torn between insight and necessity this weekend,
but you know which is more important. Take care
of your spiritual needs and your material needs
will follow — that is the way of the world. Both
the good things and the had things you do will
always come back to you.

ALICE, I'VE NOTICED A
DISTURBING PATTERN.
YOUR SOLUTIONS TO
PROBLEMS ARE ALWAYS
THE THINGS YOU TRY LAST.

SCOTTADAMS0A0

For Tuesday, October 28

I DISCOVERED THAT OUR
POINTY-HAIRED BOSS
DOESN'T KNOW HE'S BEING
—
INSULTED IF YOU SAY
"WITH ALL DUE RESPECT"
0
\.
FIRSTJ

WITH ALL
ARE YOU
SKULL TO
RAGS OR

IT'S A GOOD THING
YOU SAID "WITH ALL
!DUE RESPECT."

DUE RESPECT,
USING YOUR
STORE OLD
WHAT ?

I LOVE THE
INTANGIB,LE
BE-NECITS OF
THIS 70B.

2

WITH ALL DUE RESPECT,
IS THAT YOUR FACE OR
IS A MONKEY CLIM13ING
DOWN YOUR COLLAR
HEADFIRST?

New York Times Daily Crossword No""
se Sale item
marking: Abbr.
particle
59 Big exam
33 Mail carriers
have them:
62 Pulitzer writer
Abbr.
James
37 With 6-Down,
63 Words of
operator of a
wisdom
63-Down
66 "Twittering
38 Auction offering
Machine" artist
29
40 Butterfly
67 Gulf war missile
catcher
(firm)
68 Al
31
42 Pitcherful,
69 Does lawn work
dliii
maybe
42
38
70 Summer shirts 37
43 Droops
dl
ii
71 Lock of hair
47
46
45 Post-W.W. II
45
44
grp.
41iii
52
49
DOWN
47 "Shucks!"
5011151
49 La Scala
"Shucks!"
53 54 55
productions
2 Water color
52 Shark watchers' 3 Famed trial
80 61
59
57
protectors
venue
58il
4 Before now
53 Sherlock
63
84.11651111
s Like Wile E.
Holmes player
66
Coyote
in
57 Way
6 See 37-Across
87III
71
70
7 Italian cheese
69
dish
meat
or
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 8 Give it
(try) Puzzle by Elizabeth C Go.',
9 Roof top
6e Plays the part
so Thickness
31 Radio station
OUDOM ODOM 10
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51 Tears up
61 Some popular
need
DOM MUDD DOOM 11 Khomeini,for
53 Prominent
jeans
34 Cousin of an
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Computer
12
OODOO
MOOD
DOM
54 The "A" of
35 Peace Nobelist
shortcut
64 Serve like
OODO MOOD
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DODUDUUBDROMODU 22 Dogfaces,
Wind" setting
UOU D0000 DOOM today
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place
25
MOO DMDD
44 Evening
26 Ate fancily
MOOD MDU 27 Word of
get-togethers
UDOOD
48 Rundown feeling
UMOUDDOODUODOOD resignation
48 Hurried next
DODO ODOM MOOG zs "Star Wars"
door, e.g.
MOM ODOM MOO princess
ACROSS

32 Charged

Fruit of the
Loom rival
6 Where boys will
be boys
10 Frost
14 Word with time
or rights
16 Indian music
16 Some mutual
fund accts.
17 Ingratiate
oneself, e.g.
19 Dust busters,
for short
2e Film critic
Pauline
21 Cuckoo bird
22 Style
23 Original state
27 "Virginia Woolf"
dramatist
29 1955 children's
heroine
30 Ogle
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE.You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Style and the Arts
• In theaters

Unimaginative,'Ordinary' plot kills film
By Scott McKenna
Maine Campus staff
"A Life Less Ordinary" is the new
black comedy from the creators of"Trainspotting" and "Shallow Grave." Unfortunately, "A Life Less Ordinary" does
not live up to the expectations its predecessors set.
Two of Hollywood's hottest young
actors, Ewan McGregor and Cameron
Diaz, portray a pair of misfits who are
randomly paired together to try and pull
off a successful ransom. Celine (Diaz) is
the spoiled rich girl who lacks discipline
and hates listening to authority. Robert
(McGregor) is the lovable loser, who
after getting fired and losing his girlfriend, is helplessly watching his life go
down the tubes. That is until he meets up
with Celine.
After getting fired from his custodial
job by Celine's brash father, Robert goes
on a rampage. He barges into his boss's
office and demands his job back, but
instead shoots the place up and runs off
with Celine as a hostage.
The couple drives into the country
hoping to find happiness. The more time

they spend together,the more they appreciate each other's company and soon realize that they need each other.
The problem with the film is that it is
an all-too-familiar set-up, with an obvious end. Robert and Celine are bound to
fall in love and live happily ever after,
and the rest of the film is filler with a few
laughs scattered here and there for good
measure.
McGregor is good as the hard-luck
loser Robert, who you can't help but feel
sympathy for, but soon his whining Scottish accent becomes annoying. As for
Diaz, she plays her role with charisma
and spunk, but it is difficult to feel sorry
for her while she cries about her millionaire lifestyle.
The film's plot is closely reminiscent
to last summer's "Excess Baggage,"
which featured two opposites from different backgrounds coming together to
help each other, and subsequently falling
in love. "A Life Less Ordinary" recalls
memories of the 1993 film "Heart and
Souls," and even has some similarity to
1973's "Badlands," and 1994's "Natural
Born Killers."
Rounding out the cast are Holly Hunt-

Celine (Cameron Diaz) and Robert (Ewan McGregor) pause along their crosscountry odysseyto enjoysome karaoke in"A Life Less Ordinary."(Courtesy photo.)
er and Delroy Lindo. These two play
angels who have been sent to earth to
ensure that Robert and Celine fall in love,
because God is disappointed in the lack
of love on earth.
Bigger things are in McGregor's future, as he has been cast to star in the new
"Star Wars" prequels as the young Obi-

Wan Kanobi. This role will surely put
him at the forefront of Hollywood, and if
you really want to see him in a better
film, rent "Trainspotting."
"A Life Less Ordinary" is a dull film
that relies heavily on the chemistry of its
two stars. Unfortunately there isn't any,
which causes the film to fail.

• On TV

Comedy Central's latest target: super models
NEW YORK(AP)— Bewareof"super."
Super-premium,superstore,Super Bowl
— a super-anything is sure to be too pricey,
too big, too deadly dull.
Which brings us to supermodels, and to
"Unauthorized Biography: Milo — Death
ofa Supermodel," which sics Comedy Central on the fashion industry and its — well,
superficialities. This wicked parody premieres tonight at 10 p.m. EST.
In a back-handed tribute to A&E's "Biography" series, "Unauthorized Biography" tracks the rise and tragic fall ofEmma
Jean Bagnoll. Here (in the words of selfimportant host Brian Unger) was "an emaciated girl from a big, square state" who in
1976 took New York by storm as Milo, the
world's first supermodel and,for a moment,
at least, the glitterati's reigning queen.
Make no mistake,Milo wasn't very nice.
"She tried to run me overin my car," singer
Cyndi Lauper recalls on the program.
Nor,as her drug abuse escalated, did she
prove to be very reliable,showing up so late
for one magazine shoot,according to former
model Bebe Buell,"the issue was supposed
to be for January and it didn't hit the stands
until March."
Nor did those who knew her shed many
tears when her life was cut short by ajealous
fan. "I always avoided Milo as much as I
could," says musician-composer Chris
Stein, "and now that she's dead, it's just
easier."
Notonly funny,"Milo—Death ofaSupermodel" sustains its understated tone, striking
an eerie balance between preposterous and
plausible. Which makes it really super.
It was conceived by Lizz Winstead, head

writerfor Comedy Central's weeknight"Daily Show" and a frequent on-camera contributor who, a few months ago, was on the
lookout for an idea for a half-hour special.
"Then I saw a 'Biography' ofLance Ito,
and I thought, 'Well, now they've hit bottom. They are really grasping at straws.'
And I thought, 'It's time for me to come in
for the kill."
Next Winstead had to fashion a celebrity
to skewer. Who better than a fashion model,
this unholy alliance of genetics, cosmetics
and contortion!
Thus was Milo born.
"I came up with the character," Winstead explains, "and Kent Jones and Guy
Nicolucci wrote the script. Then Jody Morlock created Milo's makeup and Susan Bauer did the costumes."
And,oh, by the way,it's Winstead who,
with the help of her associates, portrays the
doomed Milo.
What an awesome transformation! During a recent interview, Winstead, back to
being herself, is clad in stretch pants and
sweat shirt as she bunches on the couch in
her "Daily Show"office,chewing gum and
being witty. She seems not the least bit like
a heroin-chic diva, a fallen idol of the beautiful people.
Winstead never wanted to be a model
anyway. Growing up in Minneapolis, she
wanted to be Laura Ingalls Wilder or an altar
boy. When neither of those early goals
panned out, she became a standup comic.
All the better for her to deliver a rant on
our culture's beauty ethic.
"Yes," says Winstead,"I find it offensive that fashion magazines are glorifying

what the average woman,for the most part, just a supporting role: "You're wearing the
isn't," she begins."How they have articles clothes, but you don't make the clothes.
that tell you what's wrong with you, inter- You're hanging out at clubs, but you're not
spersed with advertisements for products a musician. What are you? You're a hangeron. Literally: a hanger!
that promise to fix it."
"And yet we worship them," says WinThey get you coming and going in this
collective con, she observes. Whatever the stead, flashing an isn't-that-bizarre smile.
model is selling (and they're always sell- "You couldn't call for help if your aparting), it's the ultimate bait-and-switch: You ment was on fire because you don't know
put your money down somehow expecting who the person is that lives next door. But
to get the model as part of the deal, but you you know all the names of the models.
'Chris-ty Tur-ling-ton!!! Help me!!!"'
end up only getting yourself.
Save your breath.She's busy being beauModels have somehow wangled superstardom,despite performing what,at best,is tiful, or something.

• Local TV

Nite Show'going on hiatus
By Derek Rice
Maine Campus staff
"The Nite Show" starring Danny
Cashman will be filming Tuesday night
at 7:30 p.m. at the Knights of Columbus Hall in Old Town.
"The Nite Show"tapes two shows a
night, and this week's guests will be
George Hale,from 910 AM and WABITV University of Maine football broadcasts; karaoke singer Beth McCormick;
and Bangor Mayor Patricia Blanchette,
fresh from the "Imus in the Morning"
live broadcast from Bangor. The tapings usually last about an hour and a
half, and there is no admission.
Cashman and crew will also be giving away "Buffy the Vampire Slayer"

posters Tuesday night.
"The Nite Show"is the only locally
produced late night talk show in the
state of Maine. It airs Saturday nights
on WBGR-TV,which is channel 33 on
Cablevision and channel 29 on campus. The two shows to be taped Tuesday night will air Nov. 1 and Nov. 8.
This will be the last taping of the
show for a while,as everyone involved
will be taking a short vacation from the
show. In the absence of new shows,
WBGR will be showing reruns.
The Old Town Knights of Columbus hall is located on Gilman Falls
Ave. in Old Town. To get there, drive
past the Indian Island bridge beyond
downtown Old Town. The hall is just
beyond the bridge on the right.
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• On tour

CAMHIN'FLIES

Stones go back in time
By Scott McKenna
Maine Campus staff

to some of Jagger's strained lyrics.
Jagger, however, proved he is still in
prime form by belting out a jamming verThe temperature in Foxborough, Ma. sion of "19th Nervous Breakdown," folTuesday evening was a biting 40 degrees. lowed by "It's Only Rock n' Roll." Mick
People dressed in winter coats and wool hats and the boys must like it because "Bridges
To Babylon" is their 39th album.
to null the bitter chill that filled the air.
The Stones relaxed only once during the
However, The Rolling Stones helped
heat up the sold-out crowd at Foxboro Sta- set, and that was to check their Web site.
Jagger tapped in to check what song was
dium.
"I know it is cold,but we'll help heat it up most requested for the evening. The choice
for you," Mick Jagger said, before lighting song for the evening was "Under My
Thumb," which they played obligingly.
a fire underneath nearly 50,000 fans.
Jagger was non-stop all night, and even
The Stones brought their "Bridges To
Babylon"tour to Foxborough fortwoshows. the usually stationary "poster-boy" for subDespite critics' claims that they are too old, stance abuse, Keith Richards, got into the
the Stones defied the odds by rocking the act ofjaunting around the stage. Richards'
house. They are not young anymore and the guitar helped get the evening off to a start
live-hard days of yesterday are no more,but with the crowd-pleasing "(I Can't Get No)
Satisfaction."
they are still the kings of rock n' roll.
However,Richards might want to stick
Jagger, now 54, looked more like 24,
sprinting back and forth across the 180-foot to his guitar and let Jagger lead the show
and handle lead vocals. His two solos
stage for almost two-and-a-half hours.
The show had many highs, including were considered the "bathroom break"
several pyrotechnic and lighting displays and "time to get another $4 beer" for a lot
along the chameleon-like stage, changing of the concert-goers.
David Brinkley look-alike Charlie Watts,
for each number. The late sixties anti-war
hit "Gimmie Shelter" was played behind a who does look his age, was concise and
hypnotic glow of blue light reflecting off sharp on percussion,as was rhythm guitarist
fog, which emanated from the beneath the Ron Wood,who at one point donned a wool
stage. Jagger donned a red robe and pranced hat that was thrown on stage,a symbol ofthe
mischievously around the stage for the sul- chilly fall night in New England.
Other oldies, such as "Jumpin' Jack
try hit "Sympathy for the Devil," while
strength
"Honky Tonk Woman" and "Start
added
Flash,"
Fletcher
backup singer Lisa

Jason Carey, of Augusta's Mo-Be-Toad, rocks the Bear's Den Thursday in a
show sponsored by The Union Board. This week's Thursday Night at the
Bear's Den will feature Brown Hornet.(Kyle Parker photo.)
Me Up," kept the crowd bouncing throughout the evening. The Stones managed to
throw in a few of their new tunes, but they
seemed to get lost in the glow of their prior
hits. The show ended with an explosion,
literally, as millions of pieces of sparkling
confetti were blown through the air as the
Stones waved good-bye to the crowd with a
classic rendition of"Brown Sugar."

• Box office

EXERCISE

'Summer'stays on top
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The teenscream movie "I Know What You Did
Last Summer" held on to the No. 1 spot
at the box office during the weekend,
while "Boogie Nights" stole the show
in limited release, industry analysts said
Sunday.
The movie about the pornography industry came in at No. 12 with an estimated $1.9 million in receipts,but its $15,323
per-location average was nearly three
times the $5,190 average for the weekend's top movie.
"Boogie Nights," starring Mark Wahlberg and Burt Reynolds, opens in wide release next weekend.
Overall, the box-office take remained
higher than the same weekend last October
despite a snow storm that shut down much
of the western Plains.
"Business continues to be upbeat," noted John Krier of Exhibitor Relations, which
tracks movie grosses.
While ticket sales for most movies
dropped off only slightly, the three new
films in the top 10, released nationally but
not extremely wide,garnered only fair business.
The new films were "Gattaca," the genetic thriller starring Ethan Hawke and Uma
Thurman, which earned $4.4 million for
fifth place;the period children's film "Fairy
Tale: A True Story," which came in at No.
6 with $3.4 million, and "A Life Less Ordinary," a black comedy starring Cameron
Diaz which pulled in $2.1 million for ninth
place.
The weekend was good for Sony,
which had three films in the top five,
including the No. 1 movie — a thriller
about four teen-agers who are stalked
after trying to cover up a hit-and-run
accident. "I Know What You Did Last

The biggest high and most amazing part
of the show came when a 127-foot metal
bridge emerged out of the stage, propelling
the Stones onto a smaller stage in the center
of the crowd where they played their theme
song,"You Got Me Rocking."
The Stones got a little help from opening
act Sheryl Crow,who played her hits for about
an hour before the Stones took the stage.

Summer" earned an estimated $13.1
million in its second weekend.
Sony also had the No. 4 film, "Seven
Years in Tibet," with $4.8 million and the
No. 5 film "Gattaca."
"Devil's Advocate" was second with
$10.3 million,followed by "Kiss the Girls,"
which earned $5.2 million.
The comedy "Bean," released in Canada only, continued to do solid business,
earning $1.6 million overall and $6,500 per
location.
The final weekend box office figures
were to be released Monday.
Here are estimatesfor Friday through Sunday for movies released in North America:
1. "I Know What You Did Last Summer," $13.1 million.
2. "Devil's Advocate," $10.3 million.
3. "Kiss the Girls," $5.2 million.
4. "Seven Years in Tibet," $4.8 million.
5. "Gattaca," $4.4 million.
6. "Fairy Tale: A True Story," $3.4 million.
7. "In & Out," $2.86 million.
8. "Soul Food," $2.2 million.
9."A Life Less Ordinary," $2.1 million.
10. "L.A. Confidential," $2 million.
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(WHAM*•*
HAPPE11111
1

Monday, Oct. 27
• Paul Hanson, "Changes in the Maine
Woods,"7 p.m.,FFA Lounge, Memorial Union,
sponsored by Student Entertainment and Activities Committee.
Tuesday, Oct. 28
• Mitch Lansky, "The Compact for Maine's
Forest,' 7 p.m., 100 Neville Hall, sponsored by
,VOffee Hous0 VI:Kev n ConnolI
body Lounge.,

8

in..

.0idtte'sday.:4:Cft
)pen acousticjarni.6 pm.to fki
WednesdayWittiAltilitoom,Memorial Union.
AU .np.OUStic styles welcome.
•Nancy Ogden of Clean Maine will speak on
the referendum to ban aerial spraying of pesticides,7 p.111., Sutton Lounge,sponsored by SEAC,
• All That Jazz Series with the Lidral Trio, 8
p.m., Damn Yankee.
•-In the Company of Men," part 01 the Art and
Foreign Film Series at Spotlight Cinemas, 7:15
p.m. and 9:10 p.m.
• Wednesday Night at the (Left Bank) Movies
with "Killer Bats," starring Bela Lugosi, 7 p.m.,
Left Bank Cafe, Blue Hill. Call 374-2201 for more
information.
•"Broken English," 7:30 p.m.,Grand Auditorium,
Ellsworth Call 667-9500 for more information.
Thursday, Oct. 30

•High school inatinee presentation of"Syl v ia,"
noon, Hauck Auditorium.
• Irish Chamber Orchestra and pianist John
O'Conor,7 p.m., Maine Center for the Arts.
•"In the Company of Men,"7:15 p.m. and 9:10
p.m., Spotlight Cinemas.
*Thursday Night at the Bear's Den with Brown
Hornet,9 pm Bears Den.
• Steve DeVito and Phil Kell to perform at the
Left Bank Cafe,8 p.m.,Left Bank Cafe. Blue Hill.
•"Broken English," 7;30 p.m.,Grand Auditoriurn.
Friday, Oct. 31
•"Overview of the Land Use Regulation Commission," a Forestry Noontime Seminar Series,
noon to 1 p.m., 204 Nutting Hall.
•Jazz TGIF with Latin Plus, 12:15 p.m., Damn
Yankee.
• Halloween Gig, sponsored by Off-Campus
Board, 7 p.m., Oronoka.
• Animation Club film series: "X 1999: The
Movie," 6:30 p.m. and "Blue Seed" episodes five
through eight 8 p.m., 100 Donald P. Corbett Business Building.
• Maine Masque play -Sylvia." 7:30 p.m.,
Hauck Auditorium.
•"Broken English," 7:30 p.m., Grand Auditorium.
• Tau Kappa Epsilon charity ball, 9 p.m. to 1
a.m.. Wells Commons. Cost is $4, hut get $1 41

with costume. Prizes will be given for costumes,
and there will he a cash bar with ID. Proceeds
from admissions will go to the Special Olympics.
To reserve tickets call Jason Spearin or Victor
Rodriguez at 866-3658.
Saturday, Nov. 1
•"Sylvia," 7:30 p.m., Hauck Auditorium,
• Noel Paul Stookey,8 p.m., Left Bank Cafe,
Blue Hill (374-2201). Tickets are $15.50.
• Jay Ungar and Molly Mason,8 p.m., Grand
Auditorium.
•Colby Symphony Orchestra, "An Evening
of Contrasts," Lorimer Chapel. Call 872-3236 for
more information.
Sunday, Nov.2
•"Sylvia," 2 p.m., Hauck Auditorium.
• Carter Bray, principal cellist with the New
York Philharmonic, and pianist Christopher
O'Riley, 3 p.m., Maine Center for the Arts.
•University of Maine Orchestra's Autumn Conceit,7:30 p.m..Minsky Recital Hall,Classof1944Hall
•Children's concert with Noel Paul Stookey, 2
p.m.,Left Bank Cafe. Tickets are $5.50 for children
under 12and $10.50 for adults. Stookey will have an
8 p.m, performance as well ($15.50).
•"Broken English," 7:30 p.m., Grand Auditorium.
To have your event listed. call Derek at 5813061 or e-mail Derek_Rice@umit.maine.edu.

rehdSch.Not_AS.

Thursday, October 30th
7:00 PM
MCA
Flee with qtudent ID

eirUS
All Rights Reserved. All characters and series copyright MTV Networks.
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• Hockey

Tigers capture tournament in penalty-shot round
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
It was the most anticipated match up in
the Alfond Arena this season aside from the
likes of perennial rivals UNH and BU.
The University of Maine's hockey team
hosted their annual J.C.Penney Hockey Classic, which meant a possible match up with
number four in the nation, Colorado College.
With the Tigers set to duel St. Lawrence
University in the first round, Maine was
paired with little known St. Thomas of New
Brunswick.
However, all eyes were focused on the
championship game where the two national
power houses were destined to play.
After the dust settled Friday night, both
Colorado College and Maine met both ends
of the bargain to set the stage.
CC pounded a sloppy St.Lawrence team
12-3 in the tournament's opener,and Maine Black Bear captain Steve Kariya reacts to a David Cullen goal during Maine's
followed in the night cap with an uninspired 6-1 win over St. Thomas in the opening round of the J.C. Penney Tournament.
6-1 win over the Tommies.
(Dave Gagne photo.)
In front of nearly 5,400 raucous fans,the
The explosive Tiger offense tied the game
Tigers and Black Bears waged war on each said junior captain Steve Kariya. "They are
other for 65 minutes in a game that lived up carrying the trophy right now and we have with under two minutes left on a Stewart
Bodtker goal which he buried past Maine
to its billing. In the end, a clear cut winner nothing to show for it."
"We played a great team," said Maine goalie Alfie Michaud. Bodtker scored off a
was absent as the teams played to a 6-6 tie.
However, someone had to walk away coach Shawn Walsh. "Given the fact that centering pass from Hobey Baker candidate
carrying the trophy. Although the game en- this game means so much nationally,I don't Brain Swanson.
"Tonight was a great game," said Black
ters the books as a tie, the Tigers escaped mind having it end in a tie."
"We've played three teams in the top 10, Bear defenseman David Cullen. "We had a
with the crown as they handled the Bears in
chance to win it, but we didn't buckle down.
a penalty shot round 3-2, that had to be two on the road, and we are 1-1-1."
The Bears set themselves up for a possi- However, it was an invaluable learning exdecided in a sudden death format.CC center
Toby Peterson scored the game winner in ble 2-1 advantage in those games, as they perience for everyone on the team."
Heading into the game, Colorado Coltook a 6-5 lead in the closing minutes of
the penalty shot round.
lege coach Don Lucia said that if one player
"You can't help but be disappointed," regulation.

jumped out on Maine's roster,it was Kariya.
Confirming his concern, the junior from
Vancouver,British Columbia recorded a hat
trick and took home tourney MVP honors.
"I have said all along he will be a candidate for the Hobey Baker when it is all said
and done," said Walsh. "He showed some
people out west in that Colorado College
team just how good he is. He was just
phenomenal."
The Tigersjumped on the Bears early in
the first period, where their style and caliber
ofplay clearly gave the Black Bears trouble.
"Yeah, we didn't play very well," said
Walsh. "We stood around and watched and
didn't use our whole bodies or play with
emotion. I don't know if we were hyped up
to much, but they looked great.
"We came out at one because Alfie
(Michaud) played well."
Michaud recorded 28 saves on the night
in his third game against a top ranked team.
"He (Michaud) didn't play his best
game," said Walsh. "He did make a couple
big saves in the last four minutes there. In a
tie game, we got outplayed, but he made it a
tie for us."
Although CC carried much of the play,
the Bears managed to head to the locker
room tied at one. The second period witnessed a Kariya scoring outburst as he netted three goals in the period.
"Personally I felt pretty good," said
Kariya. "The first period was slow but we
started to come on in the second and third.
It was a really good game with two great
teams playing."
See HOCKEY on page 15

• Football

Azumah,Wildcats take to the ground against Black Bears
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
University of New Hampshire tailback
Jerry Azumah ran wild aagainst the University of Maine football team Saturday as the
Wildcats defeated the Bears 24-7.
Azumah,who has been among the league

leaders in rushing this year, rushed for 189
yards and one touchdown. The loss drops
the Black Bears to 4-4 overall.
"He's a great player and ofthe best backs
in the league," said UMaine senior wide
receiver John Tennett.
Maine opened up the game by scoring on
their first possession capped by a Bert Rich

16-yard touchdown run.
That accounted for all of Maine's scoring on the afternoon as New Hampshire
used their sound running game to exploited
the clock.
The Wildcats scored on their first two
possessions with quarterback Tim Cramsey
enmeshed in the strikes. After hitting fullback Ryan Scottron for a five yard touchdown pass nearly half way through the first
quarter, Cramsey took matters in his own
hands.
The junior from Allentown, Pa. rushed
for a 35-yard touchdown to give the 'Cats a
14-7 lead, a lead they would not relinquish.
Trailing by the same score at the half,the
Bears were never allowed the opportunity to
get back in the game as New Hampshire
held the ball for all but six minutes in the

second half.
"They controlled the ball, especially in
he second half," said Tennett. "It was one of
those games where it was hard to get things
going."
The Wildcats added a 24 yard field goal
in the third quarter, and wrapped up the
scoring and the game on Azumah's one yard
score at the close of the third quarter.
In his first start at quarterback this season for the Black Bears,Brian Scott stepped
in nicely. The Waterville native threw for
215 yards on 16 of 33 passing attempts.
"He performed well," said Tennett.
"However, we never got into a rhythm."
Maine wide receiver Rameek Wright
continued to pile up big numbers as he
Se FOOTBALL on page 15

FROM THE DE
he field hockey team
I won its first-ever ECAC
Championship in 1986.

T
UNH tailback Jerry Azumah had a big day against Maine on Saturday.(Dave
Gagne photo.)
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• Men's soccer

Split keeps playoff hopes alive
By Jim Davis
Maine Campus staff
The University of Maine's men's soccer team heads into a showdown with
America East rival Boston University
Tuesday night fighting for its playoff position.
After dominating Hartford 3-0 on Friday, the Black Bears (5-7-1, 3-4 America
East) faced nationally ranked Vermont
(11-3-2, 5-1) on Sunday.
Maine held a 1-0 lead at the midway
point in the second halfon an Andy Gustaferro goal, but let that great opportunity
slip away with two unanswered goals by
Vermont which resulted in a 2-1 loss.
Maine head coach Scott Atherley believes the experience of the Catamounts
was too much for the young Black Bear
players.
"After we scored a great goal and could
have demoralized them they (Vermont)
did not let it affect their performance,"
Atherley said."Conversely, when we gave
away a bad goal, we did not respond well
to that."
Sophomore midfielder Nate Winkel
said that the team felt a little stunned by
the Vermont comeback and it was reflected in their performance.
"When we scored it didn't seem to faze
them at all but when they scored we kind
of had a let down as a team," Winkel said.
Vermont head coach Roy Patton was
impressed by Maine's ability to control his
team for much of the game,and felt relieved
that his team fought back for the victory.
"I thought it was a miracle," Patton
replied. "Losing 1-0, that's as nervous as
I've been all season, I honestly didn't
think we were going to do it."
The Catamounts were able to surmount
a comeback by attacking Maine's defense
and pressuring Maine goalkeeper Nathan
Benoit, who has been a solid player.
Armann Fenger' tied the game at the
71:02 mark with an unassisted goal, and
minutes later Mark Decastro gave Vermont the 2-1 lead with a shot that deflected off of a fallen player in front of the net.
Unfortunately for the Black Bears,Vermont has made a habit of scoring goals in

the second half this season. The Catamounts have netting 21 balls compared to
a minuscule four from their opponents.
"We just for some reason get it going
in the second half this season," Patton
said.
Although the Black Bears could not
pull out a crucial win on Sunday,the team
will have an opportunity to redeem itself
Tuesday against Boston University in Portland.
This contest is a make-up from the
game postponed Oct. 15 at BU. It is not
only an opportunity for the Black Bears to
even their conference record at 4-4, but is
a chance for Maine to hang on to playoff
contention.
"Hopefully we can carry this momentum," Winkel said. "If we can keep playing the way that we can, I don't think that
many teams in the conference are going to
able to contain us."
Atherley said that Tuesday's game
should be a great test for the team.
"We know they are going to be a very
talented team, they're probably the most
talented team in the league man for man,"
Atherley said. "We've got to be really
smart about things, in terms of our tactics
we might have to adapt a couple of different things against them."
Friday: The UMaine men looked as
sharp as they have all season against Hartford (6-11, 1-4 America East). Maine entered the game having won its last two
contests, and looked to kick off the weekend with an extremely important conference win.
With crisp passing and efficient ball
handling, Maine achieved a 1-0 lead in the
first half, when freshman Aaron Benjamin
netted his fourth goal of the season off the
rebound of an Andy Gustaferro shot.
Sophomore Ricky Brown had perhaps
his best game of the year as he blasted in
Maine's second goal of the game midway
through the first half.
In the second half, Brown netted his
second score of the game off a feed from
teammate Christian Hatzenbeler.
Senior Goalkeeper Nathan Benoit also
achieved his third shutout of the season
for the Black Bears.

Its not whether you win or lose.
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• Women's soccer

Hanford overpowers Bears
The University of Maine women's soccer team continued to experience a shortage in goal scoring, a theme which they
have encountered all season.
On Friday,the Bears fell to nationally
ranked Hartford 2-0 behind the efforts
from Hawk forward Kate Reardon.
Reardon recorded one goal, and added an assist as the No. 11 Hawks ran their
unbeaten streak to 14 games, setting a
new school record.
Hartford got on the board at 5:10 in
the first half, when Reardon set up a goal
on a centering pass.

MINIM IIIMEM11111111111011M1011111111111111111111.1111111i1 EllIIMINIIIIINSIMMIlle11111= MOM

Buy one Big Ma Sandwich

win over Hartford.(Caleb Raynor photo.)

From Staff Reports

GREAT DEAL...

II
II

Maine orwar. Ric y Brown goes up or a ea er .uring Fri ay s 3-Os ut out

Hartford added an insurance goal when
Reardon scored to the left side of the
goal. Black bear goalie Karyn McMullin
made seven saves on the afternoon.
Hartford carried much of the play as
they outshot Maine 30-4 and held a 9-0
advantage in corner kicks as well.
With the loss, Maine drops to 5-10-2
overall, and 2-4-1 in league play. Hartford
remains perfect at6-0in America East action.
Maine closes out its schedule this year
with a pair of home games against Holy
Cross on Wednesday and New Hampshire on Sunday.
The America East playoffs begin the
week of November seventh.

Rogers Farm
Bennoch Road
Old Town
827-4695
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Hockey

from page 13

Kariya put the Bears up by scores of 42 and 5-3 in the period, with two of the
goals coming just inside the right face off
circle.
Maine closed out the scoring when sophomore Corey Larose fed a wide open Kariya,
who beat Tiger goalie Jason Cugnet, after
working some crafty stick handling skills
to set up the wrister.
"Maine has a great team," said Lucia.
"Watching Kariya is exciting, he was outstanding."
Colorado College had several top scoring machines of their own in the likes of
Swanson, Bodtker, Peterson , and Jason
Gudmundson. They erased a 5-3 deficit in
the beginning of the third period to knot the
game at five.
Maine answered when Cullen banged
home a shot just off the right side of new
Tiger goalie Colin Zulianello. Lucia made
the switch in net to provide a spark which
Maine had stolen from them earlier in the
game.
"We made the change because we had
already let in five goals on 17 shots," said
Lucia. "So we wanted to see what the other
guy could do."
'The other guy' stifled Maine the rest of
the way,and came up big during the penalty shot round to give the Tigers the tournament championship.
"We are one of the top teams in the
nation," said freshman Dan Kerluke. "It
was a great learning experience."
Friday night
The Bears played themselves into the
championship game when they beat an

Football
caught nine passes for 162 yards.
With the win,New Hampshire improved
to 3-5 overall, 3-3 in the Atlantic 10. Al-

undisciplined St. Thomas squad 6-1 in an
ugly contest.
The Tommies spent an equivalent to
half the game in the penalty box, accumulating 33 minutes in penalties.
"We knew what to expect," said Kerluke."There were a lot of penalties called."
Mainejumped out to a 1-0 lead on a Jim
Leger goal, but didn't seal the game until
the second period, when they turned the red
light on four times.
Freshman center Anders Lundback
notched his first two career collegiate goals
as the Black Bears rolled 6-1. Maine goalie
Bryan Masotta received his first start of the
season and earned his first victory in a
Black Bear uniform.The transfer from RPI
stopped 18 shots.
"Masotta gave us a very strong effort,"
said Walsh. "It was good to get him going."
In the other semi-final matchup, St.
Lawrence fell almost a dime short in the
opening round ofthe Penney Classic, when
Brian Swanson and company cruised to a
12-3 victory.
St. Lawrence did rebound in the consolation game as they took home an 8-6 win
over St. Thomas to ensure third place.
All Tourney Team
F-Jason Gudmundson(CC)
F-Paul DiFrancesco (St.L)
F-Brian Swanson (CC)
D-David Cullen (UM)
D-Calvin Elfring(CC)
G-Bryan Masotta(UM)

though the Bears are currently tied with the
Wildcats in the league standings,UNH now
holds a 40-39-8 edge in the all time series.

Fein, Brown plead guilty
University of Maine football studentathletes Mickey Fein and Darrick Brown
both entered "not guilty" pleas Friday in
the Third District Court in Bangor.
Attorney Marvin Glazier entered the
plea on Fein's behalf, who was not present
at the arraignment. Brown was in court,
but attorney Carl McCue entered his plea.
Both students were arrested on separate charges the night of October I 8th in
unrelated incidents.
Fein was arrested on a charge of
operating under the influence, while
Brown was arrested on a charges of
assault, disorderly conduct, and presenting an identification card that did belong to him.
Both players were out on $500 bail,
and are scheduled to appear in Third
District Court December 11th at 1 p.m.
Coach Jack Cosgrove suspended the

players for Saturday's game against UNH.
Brown and Fein have not been convicted
of any charges, but Cosgrove suspended
the players because their conduct off the
field was detrimental to the team.
"In the end, it became a matter of
comparing the players' behavior with
the explicit and implicit expectations we
have of student-athletes.
"The standard was not met, requiring
the suspensions," said Cosgrove in a prepared statement.
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The bottom line

Secondly, we are a professional newspaper, as much as we are a school paper. Our
editors, writers, advertising people, etc. are
Deion Sanders' dumping of cold water paid just like any other paper (granted, it is
on broadcaster Tim McCarver at a baseball not as much).
We follow the same code ofethics as the
playoff post-game party. Albert Belle's vow
of silence with reporters. Jim Everettjump- BDN or the New York Times. Our credo is
ing across a table at talk show host Jim Rome to report the news in a timely, concise and,
most importantly,objective fashion. To call
after Rome repeatedly called him "Chris."
These are just three examples of the uslibelous is like telling a minister he doesn't
media and athletes' relationship gone sour. know about God. We'rejournalists, not pubEver since reporters started covering ball- lic relations people.
Since the piece came out,some students,
games decades ago, there has been a love/
hate tango between the two; athletes won- especially those involved with athletics,have
dering why we have so much access,jour- claimed that we should not have run the
nalists wondering why we don't have enough. story because we have an obligation to proUniversity of Maine quarterback Mick- tect athletes, not "exploit" them.
Asjournalists, we learn aboutlibel issues
ey Fein's recent trouble with the law is
another link in the strained chain of this co- and the right to privacy. Fein's name was
existence. However, Fein never threatened reported on a police wire, and therefore, is
or attacked a reporter; we just reported his public record and up for grabs to any citizen.
It was never a case of whether anyone
arrest on a charge of OUI.
So what's the problem? Well, there has would pick up the story,but rather when and
been a small and unnecessary controversy as who would do it first.
Maybe it is the manner in which we
to whether or not The Maine Campus should
idolize
athletes that makes the public wantto
have printed the story.
hear
only
the triumphs; a "kill the messenFirst off, we take great pride in breaking
ger"
type
of thing. We look to the athletic
the story first. In this business, the scoop is
inhabitants to live our childand
their
fields
one
thing
every
journalist
looks
for.
But
the
we were not the only ones who ran stories hood fantasies vicariously.
When a sports star gets in trouble, that
about Fein's arrest.
The Bangor Daily News,Portland Press brings us back to Earth, left to the shocking
Herald and several television news depart- realization that, hey,athletes are people too!
If President Peter Hoff got arrested for a
Tournament MVP:Steve Kariya(UM) ments all had features that headed their sports
pages and ran at the top of their newscasts a similar charge,we wouldn'tthink twice about
day later. The Associated Press also picked
See COLUMN on page 16
from page 13
up on it.

• Football

By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff

• Column

,1-800-2-COUNCIL
1-800-226-8624

By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
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Column

from page 15

running it, and no one would blame us for it.
Odd how that works, isn't it?
Mickey Fein is a ten-ific quarterback,
and from what I have heard,is a pretty good
person too. He just made one of those mistakes in public view, got caught and will
have his day in court to plead his case.
The Maine Campus thought it newsworthy enough to report on,and did so,confirming the facts from several sources. Just as he
does hisjob on the football field, we did ours
in the newsroom.
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• Hockey

Lightning give coach Crisp the bolt
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Concerned by
listless play that showed no sign of ending,
the Tampa Bay Lightning on Sunday fired
Terry Crisp, the only coach they ever had,
and replaced him with assistant Rick Paterson.
Crisp's six-year tenure with the same
team was the longest of any current NHL
coach.
The dismissal followed days ofspeculation and came with Tampa Bay mired in a
seven-game (0-6-1) winless streak that
dropped the Lightning(2-7-2)into last place
in the Eastern Conference.
General manager Phil Esposito informed
the players of the move before a morning
skate in preparation for Sunday night's game
against the Los Angeles Kings.
An official announcement was sched-

1989 Pontiac Grand Am blue/
gray 2 dr. auto, air cond, am/fm
cassette 124,000 827-4392

**EARN FREE TRIPS& CASH!**
CLASS TRAVEL needs students
to promote Spring Break 1998!
Sell 15 trips & travel free! Highly
motivated students can
earn a free trip over
$10,000! Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or
Florida! North America's largest
student tour operator! Call Now!
1-800-838-6411

486 Packard Bell computer with
Hewlet Packard ink jet printer
260mb hard drive $750 827-4392
Lunch specials at Pizza Dome.
Three deals. Four bucks. Endless possibilities.
Climb high climbing shoes. Size 7 &
10. $35/pr. Also chalk bag and sit
harness. $15 both. 941-2344 Steve

Crisp led the Lightning to the playoffs in
uled for 5 p.m. EST.
fourth year of existence, but failed to
their
them,
to
through
get
can't
"If a coach
last season. The decision to dismiss
qualify
the
that's
sure
not
I'm
coach.
the
you change
case, but I can't take the chance anymore," him reportedly was made before the team
Esposito said."I saw no direction anymore. blew a 3-1 lead in losing 4-3 to the New
I was convinced breaking training camp that York Rangers on Friday night.
"It's a sad day," said Lightning wing
we had a pretty good team,but it didn't seem
Rob Zamuner, who has been with the
like they were responding anymore."
Paterson will serve as interim coach team since its inception. "We went
while the team searches for a permanent through all the bumps and bruises togethsuccessor. Esposito said former Buffalo er with this team. We're struggling. It's
Sabres coach Ted Nolan was among the easier to get rid ofone guy than 25. We're
all responsible for this."
candidates.
Crisp, in addition to having the most
"I'm extremely excited about the opportunity that has been given by the organi- tenure in the league, had the longest tenure
zation," Paterson said. "Unfortunately with an expansion team in NHL history.
But he failed to get any improvement this
when something like this happens people
get hurt. I have great respect for Terry season out ofa team that had its two best players
back after an injury-filled 1996-97 season.
Crisp, but things happen in the game."

Abortion, prenatal care,
annual exams, birth control,
emergency contraceptive pills,
PMS and menopause consults, lesbian health care
Mabel Wadsworth Center
207-947-5337.

AAAHHH! Spring Break '98. Guaranteed Best Prices to Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida. Group
discounts & Daily Free Drink Parties! Sell Trips, Earn Cash, & Go
1-800-234-7007.
Free!
www.endlesssummertours.com

HAUNTED HOUSE FRIDAY OCT
31 PENOBSCOT HALL UMAINE
CAMPUS 5:30-8:00PM AGES 510 YEARS OLD & Trick-or-Treat
through the Hall.

Halloween Charity Dance at Wells
cash bar w/ID $4-$1off with costume. Featuring Jazzmen DJs9 to
1am Oct. 31st.

Sex Matters Live
with Dr. Sandra Caron
Wednesdays, 9pm on 91.9FM
WMEB

Chaititft Fate
Satuidaeg, Novembeit
4am -UR 1a4n.

Working R&B band seeks prof.
bassists background in funk and
swing a must 990.1912/884.8387

1989 Subaru lusty GL 4x4 68,000
mi., 5 speed, am/fm cass., A/C,
mint condition, $2250 obo 8662443 Bill

**SPRING BREAK 98** Free
food and drinks! Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from just $339. Organize a
small group and travel free!
Highest commissions and lowest prices guaranteed. Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus representative (800)
web address:
574-7577.
www.surfandsuntours.com

CRACK — Call Rock Raider for
details/ info @ 555-fixx.

Get your bell bottoms out,
warm up your lava lamps, get
off your bean bag chairs and
join the 70s party Nov. 4th El
Cheapo's

Phoenix Taekwondo. Tried the
rest? Now train with the best. Old
Town, Mon + Wed nites, 7:30- 9
pm. 827-5821.

They're back!! For Halloween:
Pre-paid phone cards! Best Empty Head. Put on your cosprices! 18 1/2 cents per tumes & party at El Cheapo's
minute within USA. Also
greatforeign rates. Available Wednesday-El Cheapo's DJ dance
at Worde Shoppe and Party with Craig and the Fresh
Wadleighs near Pizza Dome. Lance.
Why pay more?

Earn MONEY and FREE Trips!!
INDIVIDUALS and GROUPS
wanted to promote SPRING
BREAK!! Call INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013 or
http://www.icpt.com
**SPRING BREAK..take 2** Organize small group! Sell 15 take
2 free! Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Fla., Barbados Padre. Free
Parties, Eats, Drinks. Sun Splash
1-800-426-7710.

FOR SALE
Truck for sale- 1989 Mazda
B2200 original bedliner $2250
OBO 827-1927

Reliable Spring Break Tours Bahamas Cancun & ski trips! Free
food & free drinks! Sign up
before Nov.30 Organize a grouptravel free. Call for details &free
brochure. Ca111-888SPRING
BREAK today!
Pizza Dome now serves
breakfast. Big delicious portions. Call 827-6867 for details. Best in the area!!!!
We clean Frat Houses
No job too dirtyCall Bangor 262-9738
Subway- Orono
Be the 1st person after 2pm to
come in with answer and win a
free footlong sub. Where is the
Orange Free State?
18 Mill St.

443a.h..k, extritntouiA.

TRANSCRIPTIONIST I can do
your research tapes and other in
my home. UM References fur942-5457
nished.
COM
NAEDM@AOL.

PERSONALS
((( CHANGE THE WORLD ))))))
(((( INDEPENDENT PARTY )))))
((((345 STILLWATER 04489 )))))
Pizza Dome Mon night Football
spec. buy one reg. pizza get one
free! Please order early. 8276867 MMMMMMM
Call 411 for information

fitak

f.-CL

KfTI citiaken 4.
fieusiattat.

APARTMENTS
Large newly renovated bedroom with private entrance
in 3 br apt. close 2 closets
$250. mo all safe 827-6212
Old Town furnished nice 1 bedroom apt private entrance close
to bike path on bus route heat
& lights incl. $400 a month
plus security deposit no pets
827-2592
Housemate wanted huge
house in dwtn Orono sunny
beautiful space $300 mo all util
avail. Nov. 1 866-4691

TO

PLACE
A CLASSIFIED
AD COME
TO

THE

4TH

OF
CHADSDURNE
HALL
FLOOR

Tired of living on campus? Call
866-2875 to view lg. 2bd, heat
incl $450. On bus rt. pets ok 339
S. Main Old Town
Orono. Washburn Place Apts.
149 Park Street. Luxury 2 br
Townhouse. Close to campus.
Heat, water, sewer incl. No
pets. Sec. Dep.,lease req.$600
p/mth. Call 945-6955.
Room for rent kitchen priv all
util furn 240 mo tel 866 2449.
2-3 br apartments all or most
utilities paid. $485-$650
827-3718.
Old Town area 4brs wsh dryer pd
heat water sewer spacious kitchen
close to UM storage $800 month
Call 827-9468
2 brm heat & hot water laundry incl. country setting modern $525/month plus security
827-5636
Home on Pushaw Rd.2 bedroom/
2bath custom construction hubb
heat & woodstove $650/month
827-5636

3 DAN'S
3 ROCKS
3L I NES
3 BUCKS

